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Abstract—Weakly supervised object detection (WSOD) in re-
mote sensing images (RSI) only require image-level labels to detect
various objects. Most of the WSOD methods incline to capture the
most discriminative parts of object rather than the entire object,
and the number of easy and hard samples is imbalanced. To address
the first problem, a novel metric named objectness score (OS) is
proposed and incorporated into the training loss of our WSOD
model. The OS is consisted of the traditional class confidence score
(CCS) and the object completeness prior score (OCPS). The CCS
can provide the probability that a proposal belongs to a certain
class, and the OCPS can quantify the completeness that a proposal
covers the entire object. Therefore, the samples which cover the en-
tire object with high class confidences will be assigned large weight
in the training loss through OS. To handle the second problem, a
novel metric named difficulty evaluation score (DES) is proposed
and also incorporated into the training loss. The DES is calculated
by using the entropy of confidence score vector of each proposal
and is used to quantify how difficult a proposal can be identified
correctly, consequently, the hard samples will also be assigned large
weight in the training loss through DES. The ablation experiments
on two RSI datasets verify the effectiveness of the proposed OS and
DES. The comprehensive quantitative and subjective evaluations
demonstrate that our method inclines to detect the entire object
accurately, and surpasses seven state-of-the-art WSOD methods.

Index Terms—Difficulty evaluation score (DES), object
completeness prior score, remote sensing image (RSI), weakly
supervised object detection (WSOD).

I. INTRODUCTION

OBJECT detection is a key task for the understanding of
remote sensing images (RSI), and has been widely applied
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in various practical tasks [1]–[10]. Thanks to the development
of deep learning [11]–[18], the performance of object detection
in RSI has made a significant improvement [19], [20]; however,
most of the existing object detection methods in RSI are fully
supervised [21]–[23], which require the class and bounding box
annotations of objects, apparently, acquiring these annotations
is expensive and time-consuming. To reduce the labeling costs,
some weakly supervised object detection (WSOD) methods are
proposed, which only require image-level class labels during
training. Comparing with the bounding box annotations, the
cost of image-level labeling is greatly reduced, consequently, the
WSOD in RSI has become an important research direction [24]–
[26].

Most of the existing methods considered that each image was
consisted of a bag of latent object instances, then the WSOD task
was converted into a multiple instance learning problem [27]–
[33]. Based on aforementioned works, two-stage WSOD meth-
ods [34]–[36] were proposed and achieve better performance.
The online instance classifier refinement (OICR) [34] was a
milestone work among them. Specifically, the deep feature
vectors of proposals were fed into the basic multiple instance
detector [31] to train an image-level classifier. Then, multiple
instance classifier refinement (ICR) branches were simultane-
ously trained, and the pseudo labels of each ICR branch were
produced by its upper ICR branch except the first ICR branch
of which the pseudo labels were derived from the basic multiple
instance detector.

Although existing WSOD methods have made substantial
progress, two challenges still restrict the further improvement.
First of all, most of the existing WSOD methods usually select
the following proposals as positive samples: The proposals with
the highest confidence score in each class and the proposals
which have high overlap with the aforementioned proposals. So
the first challenge is that the predicted results are inclined to
capture the most discriminative parts of object rather than the
entire object, especially for the RSI with complex background
regions.

The second challenge is that the number of hard and easy
samples is imbalanced. As a matter of fact, the number of easy
samples is much more than that of hard samples, therefore, the
accumulated loss of easy samples will dominate the total loss
even if the loss of each easy sample is small. Consequently,
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Fig. 1. Framework of our WSOD model. Two novel quantitative metrics: OS and DES are introduced and incorporated into the training loss of each ICR branch.

the training of WSOD model will guided by the easy samples,
which will restrict the capability of detecting hard instances.

To address the first challenge, a novel quantitative metric
named objectness score (OS) is proposed to comprehensively
evaluate the objectness of proposals, which contains two parts:
Traditional class confidence score (CCS) and the object com-
pleteness prior score (OCPS). The CCS can provide the proba-
bility that each proposal covers certain class of object, and the
OCPS is used to quantify the completeness that each proposal
cover the entire object. Our WSOD model in RSI is inclined to
detect the entire object by incorporating the OS into the training
loss.

To handle the second challenge, a novel entropy-based quan-
titative metric named difficulty evaluation score (DES) is pro-
posed to enhance the capability of detecting the hard instances.
As a matter of fact, the confidence score vector of each proposal
can be regarded as a discrete probability density distribution
(PDF) which represents the probabilities that a proposal belongs
to each class, and the entropy of the PDF is employed to evaluate
the difficulty that each proposal can be correctly identified
(except for the hard negative instance, the details can be seen in
Section III-B). Consequently, the DES will assign large weight
to hard samples in the training loss in order to increase the
proportion of accumulate loss of hard samples.

In summary, the contributions of this article can be summa-
rized as follows.

1) A novel objectness score is proposed and incorporated into
the training loss to address the problem that the existing

WSOD models incline to capture the most discriminative
parts of object rather than the entire object. The OS is
consisted of traditional CCS and OCPS, where OCPS is
used to quantify the completeness that a proposal covers
the entire object, consequently, the OS can assign large
weight to the samples which can cover entire object by
introducing the OCPS.

2) A novel difficulty evaluation score is proposed and incor-
porated into the training loss to overcome the problem that
the number of hard and easy samples is imbalanced. The
DES is derived from the entropy of confidence score vector
of a proposal (except for the hard negative instances), and
can quantify the difficulty that a proposal can be identified
correctly, consequently, the hard samples can be assigned
large weight in training loss by using DES.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Online Instance Classifier Refinement Network

The OICR [34] is a milestone work, which integrated multiple
ICR branches into the weakly supervised deep detection net-
works (WSDDN) [31] to enhance the performance of WSOD.
The WSDDN is used to provide initial supervised information
for the subsequent ICR branches. The main contents of WSDDN
and ICR branches are presented as follows.

As shown in Fig. 1, first of all, a set of proposals R =
{rp1, rp2, . . ., rp|R|} are generated from the input image
through the selective search (SS) method [37], where |R|denotes
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the cardinality of R, i.e., the number of proposals. Second, the
input image and proposals are fed into the backbone network
to obtain the feature vector of each proposal which are output
from the fully connected layer Fc7. Third, the feature vectors
of proposals are fed into two branches: Classification stream
and detection stream to acquire two matrices xc,xd ∈ RC×|R|

outputted from the Fc8c and Fc8d, where C denotes the num-
ber of classes. The classification and detection score matrices
σc(x

c), σd(x
d) ∈ RC×|R| are then obtained by using the soft-

max operator, which can be formulated as follows:

σc(x
c)ij =

ex
c
ij∑C

k=1 e
xc
kj

, σd(x
d)ij =

ex
d
ij∑|R|

b=1 e
xd
ib

(1)

where σc(x
c)ij and σd(x

d)ij denote the classification and de-
tection score of j proposal in class i, respectively. The final score
matrix of total proposals x ∈ RC×|R| are obtained through the
following equations:

x = σc(x
c)� σd(x

d) (2)

where�denotes the elementwise product. Then, the image-level
score of class c (Sc) can be obtained as follows:

Sc =

|R|∑
r=1

xcr (3)

where xcr ∈ x denotes the confidence score that proposal r
belongs to class c. Finally, the WSDDN is optimized by the
cross entropy loss

LB = −
C∑

c=1

(yc logSc + (1− yc) log(1− Sc)) (4)

whereLB denotes training loss of WSDDN, yc ∈ {0, 1} denotes
the image-level label of class c. The yc = 1 if the image contains
the objects belonging to class c, otherwise, yc = 0.

Afterward, the K ICR branches are combined with the WS-
DDN. Specifically, the feature vectors of proposals are first
sent to K ICR branches to obtain K score matrices {xk ∈
R(C+1)×|R|}Kk=1, where the (C+1)th row of xk denotes the
score of background. The kth ICR branch is consisted of a fully
connected layer and a softmax classifier, which is supervised by
the instance-level pseudo labels derived from the (k−1)th ICR
branch. The deriving of pseudo labels are as follows.

The OICR marked the proposal jc which has highest score
in class c as positive sample of class c. The proposals which
are highly overlapped with proposal jc are also marked as
positive samples. If the intersection over union (IoU) between
any proposal and proposal jc lies in [0.1, 0.5), then the proposal is
marked as negative sample. To discover more positive samples,
the strategy of mining pseudo samples proposed by MIST [38] is
adopted in this article, which selected the proposals of which the
scores lies in top p percent and the IoU between each other was
less than a defined threshold as the positive samples. Similarly,
the proposals which were highly overlapped with above positive
samples were also marked as positive samples.

Using above pseudo labels, the kth ICR branch can be opti-
mized through the cross entropy loss

Lk
ICR = − 1

|R|
|R|∑
r=1

C+1∑
c=1

wk
r y

k
cr log x

k
cr (5)

where Lk
ICR denotes the loss function of kth ICR branch, xk

cr ∈
xk denotes the predicting score that proposal r belongs to class
c for kth ICR branch, ykcr denotes the pseudo labels derived from
the (k−1)th ICR branch, wk

r = xk−1
cjk−1

c
denotes the weight of loss

function, proposal jk−1
c has highest score in class c for (k−1)th

ICR branch.
In the inference stage, the mean output of K ICR branches is

adopted as the predicting result.

B. Integrating the Bounding Box Regression Branches Into the
OICR Network

Some existing works [38], [39] demonstrate that mining
pseudo ground truth boxes and regressing them can significantly
improve the performance of WSOD. Consequently, the K bound-
ing box regression (BDR) and K ICR branches are used in pairs in
this article. Following the fast region-based convolutional neural
network (R-CNN) [40], the loss function of kth BDR branch
Lk

REG is defined as follows:

Lk
REG =

1

|Rpos|
|Rpos|∑
r=1

smoothL1(tr, t̂r) (6)

where Rpos denotes the assembly of positive samples, |Rpos|
denotes cardinality of Rpos, i.e., the number of positive samples,
smoothL1(·) denotes the smooth L1 loss function [40], tr de-
notes the predicting offset of locations and sizes of proposal r,
and t̂r denotes the true offset of locations and sizes.

The OICR network with BDR branches are denoted as
OICR+BDR, and is adopted as the baseline model of the pro-
posed method.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

As shown in Fig. 1, the popular OICR architecture [34] is
adopted as the basic architecture of our WSOD model. Two novel
quantitative metrics: OS and DES are proposed and incorporated
into the training loss of each ICR branch. The OS contains two
parts, one is traditional CCS, and another one is OCPS which is
used to quantify the completeness of each proposal. The samples
which cover the entire object with high class confidences can
be assigned large weight in the training loss by using the OS.
The DES which is calculated through the entropy of distribu-
tion of confidence scores over classes, is used to evaluate the
difficulty of each proposal. The hard samples can be assigned
higher weight by incorporating the DES into the training loss,
consequently, our WSOD model gives more attention on the
hard samples. The details of OS, DES, and the training loss are
presented as follows.
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A. Objectness Score of Proposals

The formulation of OS is as follows:

OSk
r = βCCSk

r + (1− β)OCPSr (7)

where OSk
r ,CCSk

r ∈ [0, 1] denote the OS and CCS of proposal
r for kth ICR branch, respectively, CCSk

r is equal to wk
r with

reference to (5), OCPSr ∈ [0, 1] denotes the OCPS of proposal r,
β ∈ [0, 1] is a weight parameter for controlling the ratio between
CCS and OCPS.

1) Object Completeness Prior Score (OCPS): The OCPS
can be calculated by using the contextual information
of semantic segmentation [33], [41], [42]. The semantic
segmentation algorithm [43] is first imposed on the input
image to obtain the C segmentation maps corresponding
to the C classes. Afterward, the contextual information
of each proposal is extracted from the C segmentation
maps [42], and is employed to calculate the OCPS. The
details are as follows.
First of all, the C segmentation maps of proposal r are split
from the C segmentation maps of input image according
to the spatial location of proposal r. The total projection
score of proposal r along row and column direction Sr

p is
calculated using following equation:

Sr
p = Avg(Sr

x) + Avg(Sr
y)

Sr
x = Maxx(Sr), S

r
y = Maxy(Sr) (8)

where Sr ∈ RM×N×C denotes the segmentation map of
proposal r, and the M and N denote the height and width of
proposal. Maxx(·) and Maxy(·) denote the maximizing
operation along the row and column directions of Sr,
respectively. Sr

x ∈ R1×N×C and Sr
y ∈ RM×1×C denote

the projection score of proposal r along row and column
direction, respectively. Avg(·) denotes the averaging op-
eration. Similarly, the projection score of the surrounding
region of proposal r, denoted as SuSr

p, can also be calcu-
lated following the routing of (8) to mine the contextual
information, where the size of surrounding region is 120%
of the size of proposal. The initial OCPS of proposal r,
denoted as Sr

o , can be obtained through the following
equation:

Sr
o = Sr

p − SuSr
p . (9)

The final OCPS of proposal r is the normalized version of
Sr
o

OCPSr =
Sr
o −Min{Sr

o}|R|
r=1

Max{Sr
o}|R|

r=1 −Min{Sr
o}|R|

r=1

(10)

where Max{·} and Min{·} denote the maximizing and
minimizing operation, respectively.
The motivation behind the calculating scheme of OCPS
is that a high-quality proposal should compactly cover an
object. It can be seen from (9) and (10) that the OCPSr

is proportional to the Sr
p and inversely proportional to the

SuSr
p. If a proposal is oversize, the background pixels will

reduce the value of Sr
p . On the contrary, if a proposal is

small than target box, the pixels belonging to foreground
objects will increase the value of SuSr

p. Consequently, only
the OCPS of high-quality proposals can obtain large value.
Above calculating scheme of OCPS is not the only
choice, the proposed schemes by Diba et al. [33] and Wei
et al. [41], etc., can also be used for the same purpose.

2) Weight Parameter β : The β is used to control the ratio
between CCS and OCPS, the value of β is defined as
follows:

β =

{
n
N , n < T
T
N , n ≥ T

(11)

where n, N , and T denote the current number, total num-
ber, and threshold number of iterations. The motivation of
(11) is as follows. In the preliminary stage of training, the
CCS predicted by ICR branch is not reliable, therefore,
the OCPS should take the dominant status in the OS, i.e.,
the β should be assigned a small value., The reliability
of CCS increases gradually with the training going on,
consequently, the value of β should be increased accord-
ingly. The β is assigned a fixed value when the number of
iterations exceed the threshold T.

B. Difficulty Evaluation Score of Proposals

The motivation of designing the DES is to deal with the
problem that the number of easy and hard samples is imbalanced.
The accumulating loss of hard samples can be increased by
incorporating the DES into the training loss. The definition of
DES is as follows:

DESk
r =

{
eentropy(xk

r ), r ∈ R& r /∈ Rhns

e1−xk
(C+1)r , r ∈ Rhns

entropy(xk
r ) = −

C+1∑
c=1

xk
crlog(xk

cr)

(12)

where DESk
r denotes the DES of proposal r for kth ICR branch,

xk
r ∈ RC+1 denotes the confidence score vector of proposal r

for kth ICR branch, xk
(C+1)r denotes the confidence score of

proposal r in background class for kth ICR branch, entropy(·)
denotes the Shannon entropy, and Rhns denotes the assemble of
hard negative samples. The details of (12) is given as follows.

1) Proposal is Not a Hard Negative Sample: The xk
r can be

considered as a discrete PDF of proposal r over each class.
The PDF has unimodal characteristics if proposal r can be
easily identified, i.e., the entropy of the PDF is small, on
the contrary, the entropy of the PDF is large. Consequently,
the entropy of xk

r can be used to evaluate the difficulty of
proposal r.

2) Proposal is a Hard Negative Sample: The hard negative
sample is defined as follows: A proposal has the highest
score in class c, however, the labels of input image does
not contain the class c [24], [36]. Following the analysis
of previous paragraph, the hard negative samples will be
considered as the easy samples in the view of entropy,
therefore, the entropy-based solution is not appropriate
for the hard negative samples. As shown in (12), the
confidence scores in background class are directly used to
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Fig. 2. Subjective comparisons between baseline and baseline+OS.

calculate the DES of hard negative samples in this article.
As a matter of fact, the confidence score of proposal r in
background class is small if proposal r is a hard negative

sample, i.e., the value e1−xk
(C+1)r is large.

C. Training Loss

The proposed OS and DES defined in (7) and (12) are incor-
porated into the training loss of each ICR branch defined in (5)
in the form of weight

Lk
ICR−OS−DES = − 1

|R|
|R|∑
r=1

C+1∑
c=1

OSk
r DESk

ry
k
cr log x

k
cr (13)

where Lk
ICR−OS−DES denotes the final training loss of kth ICR

branch.
The training loss of K ICR and BDR branches defined in (13)

and (6) are combined with the basic training loss of WSDDN
defined in (4) to form the final training loss of our WSOD
model L

L = LB +

K∑
k=1

(Lk
ICR−OS−DES + Lk

REG). (14)

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experiment Setup

1) Datasets: The proposed method is evaluated on two RSI
datasets: NWPU VHR-10.v2 [44], [45] and DIOR [21]
datasets. The NWPU VHR-10.v2 dataset contains 10 ob-
ject classes, 2775 object instances, and 1172 images with
the size of 400 × 400, and is divided into three subsets:
The training, validation, and testing sets, which include
679, 200, and 293 images, respectively. The DIOR dataset
contains 20 object classes, 192472 object instances, and
total 23463 images, and is also divided into three subsets:
The training, validation, and testing sets, which include
5862, 5863, and 11738 images, respectively. Following
the general setting of WSOD, only image-level labels of
training and validation sets are utilized for training.

2) Evaluation Metrics: The mean average precision (mAP)
and correct localization (CorLoc) [46] are utilized to eval-
uate the proposed method on testing and training sets,
respectively. Following the setting of PASCAL VOC, the
predicting bounding box is considered to be localized

TABLE I
ABLATION EXPERIMENTS ON NWPU VHR-10.V2 AND DIOR

TEST SETS IN TERMS OF MAP

Bold entities denote best results.

correctly if the IoU between ground truth box and it
exceeds 0.5.

3) Implementation Details: The architecture of OICR [34]
is adopted as the basic architecture of our WSOD model
of which the backbone network is VGG-16 model [47]
pretrained on ImageNet [48]. The number of ICR branch
is 3, i.e., K=3, and each ICR branch is followed by a BDR
branch. The strategy proposed by MIST [38] for mining
the positive and negative pseudo samples is adopted by our
method, and the top p percent and IoU threshold are set
to 0.15 and 0.12, respectively. About 2000 proposals are
obtained from each image by utilizing SS method [37].
The nonmaximum suppression (NMS) [49] strategy is
employed to remove redundant bounding boxes, and the
threshold of IoU is set to 0.3 [25], [26].

Our WSOD model is optimized by stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) strategy with the momentum of 0.9 and the weight decay
of 0.0001. The initial learning rate and batch size are set to 0.01
and 8, respectively. For NWPU VHR-10.v2 dataset, the number
of iterations is 30 K, and decay the learning rate to one tenth
of previous value at 20 and 26 K iterations. For DIOR dataset,
the number of iterations is 60 K, and decay the learning rate
to one tenth of previous value at 50 and 56 K iterations. The
threshold T defined in (11) is set to 25 000 and 50 000 on NWPU
VHR-10.v2 and DIOR dataset, respectively. All training samples
are augmented by horizontally flip, rotating 90° and rotating
180° [24], [25]. The input image is resized to multiscale {480,
576, 688, 864, 1200} in both training and testing stage, and the
longest side is restricted to 2000 [31], [34].

All the experiments are implemented on PyTorch framework,
and running on the eight GPUs platform (NVIDIA TITAN RTX,
i.e., a total of 8 × 24 GB memory).

B. Ablation Experiments

Ablation experiments are implemented to validate the
effectiveness of the proposed OS and DES. As shown in
Table I, the OICR+BDR model presented in Section II-B
is adopted as the baseline model of proposed method. The
baseline model with OS alone is denoted as Baseline+OS. The
baseline model with DES alone is denoted as Baseline+DES.
The Baseline+OS+EDS denotes the proposed method. Above
four methods are quantitatively compared with each other on
the NWPU VHR-10.v2 and DIOR datasets to demonstrate the
effectiveness of proposed OS and DES.

As shown in the second and third rows of Table I, the baseline
method can achieve an absolute increase of 6.7% and 8.38%
on the NWPU VHR-10.v2 and DIOR datasets, respectively,
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Fig. 3. Illustration of some detection results given by our method on NWPU-VHR-10.v2 testing set.

Fig. 4. Illustration of some detection results given by our method on DIOR testing set.
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TABLE II
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON NWPU VHR-10.V2 DATASET IN TERMS OF MAP

Bold entities denote best results.

TABLE III
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON DIOR DATASET IN TERMS OF MAP

Bold entities denote best results.

by incorporating the OS into the training loss of ICR branches,
which can validate the effectiveness of OS. As a matter of fact,
the OS is consisted of CCS and OCPS, and the CCS has been
introduced in OICR, consequently, the main reason of improve-
ment lies in the proposed OCPS. As shown in the second and
fourth row, the baseline method can achieve an absolute increase
of 5.71% and 6.04% on the NWPU VHR-10.v2 and DIOR
datasets, respectively, which demonstrates that incorporating the
DES into training loss is effective.

The combination scheme of OS and DES is also proved to
be effective by comparing the last row with previous three rows
in Table I. The subjective comparisons between Baseline and
Baseline+OS on NWPU VHR-10.v2 dataset can intuitively
demonstrate the effectiveness of OS. As shown in Fig. 2, the
Baseline+OS method inclined to capture the entire object
guided by OS.

C. Comparison With State-of-the-Art Methods

To evaluate the overall performance of the proposed method,
two state-of-the-art fully supervised object detection (FSOD)

methods and seven WSOD methods are compared with the
proposed method on NWPU VHR-10.v2 and DIOR datasets.
The two classic FSOD methods include fast R-CNN [40] and
faster R-CNN [50], and the seven WSOD methods include
WSDDN [31], OICR [34], PCL [35], DCL [24], MIST [38],
PCIR [25], and TCA [26].

1) Quantitative Evaluation: The quantitative comparisons on
NWPU VHR-10.v2 and DIOR datasets in terms of mAP
is shown in Tables II and III, respectively. The overall
performance of our method is obviously superior to seven
existing WSOD methods on two datasets. Specifically, our
method exceeds the WSDDN, OICR, PCL, MIST, DCL,
PCIR, and TCA by 26.37%, 26.97%, 22.08%, 9.97%,
9.38%, 6.52%, and 2.67%, respectively, on NWPU VHR-
10.v2 dataset, and exceeds them by 14.26%, 11.02%,
9.33%, 7.33%, 5.34%, 2.6%, and 1.7%, respectively, on
DIOR dataset. In addition, the proposed method has nar-
rowed the gap between WSOD and FSOD methods, and
the performance of our method is comparable with FSOD
methods in certain class, such as Baseball Diamond and
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON NWPU VHR-10.V2

AND DIOR TRAINING SETS IN TERMS OF CORLOC

Bold entities denote best results.

Basketball Court in Table II, and Airplane and Ground
track field in Table III.
In addition, it can be found that the mAP scores on DIOR
dataset are obviously lower than that on NWPU VHR-
10.v2 dataset since the DIOR dataset is more challenging
than NWPU VHR-10.v2 dataset.
The quantitative comparisons on two datasets in terms
of CorLoc is also implemented to evaluate the localiza-
tion accuracy of our method. As shown in Table IV, the
overall performance of our method is better than seven
WSOD methods on both datasets. Specifically, our method
exceeds the WSDDN, OICR, PCL, MIST, DCL, PCIR,
and TCA by 38.44%, 33.67%, 28.62%, 4.03%, 3.34%,
1.81%, and 0.92%, respectively on NWPU VHR-10.v2
dataset, and exceeds them by 17.48%, 15.15%, 8.4%,
7.69%, 6.35%, 3.8%, and 1.51%, respectively on DIOR
dataset.
On the whole, the proposed method gets the best perfor-
mance on two RSI datasets comparing with seven state-
of-the-art WSOD methods.

2) Subjective Evaluations: To intuitively demonstrate the
effectiveness of our method, some detection results given
by our method on NWPU VHR-10.v2 and DIOR testing
sets are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 3, the detected objects of different class
on NWPU VHR-10.v2 dataset are enclosed by bounding
boxes with different color. As shown in Fig. 4, the detected
objects on DIOR dataset are enclosed by bounding boxes
with green color. The class of each detected object is
shown in the top left corner of bounding box. Obviously,
our method inclines to detect the entire object accurately
under the condition of complex background.

V. CONCLUSION

A novel metric OS is proposed to overcome the problem
that the existing WSOD methods in RSI inclined to discover
the most discriminative parts of object rather than the entire
object. The OS is consisted of traditional CCS and OCPS, and
is incorporated into the training loss of our WSOD model,
where OCPS is used to quantify the completeness that each
proposal covers the entire object. Therefore, the samples which
can cover the entire object with high class confidence will be
assigned large weight in the training loss through OS. Another
novel metric DES is proposed to handle the problem that the

number of easy and hard samples is imbalanced. The DES can
quantitatively evaluate how difficult a proposal can be identified
correctly, and is also incorporated into the training loss of our
WSOD model. Consequently, the proportion of accumulating
loss of hard samples in total training loss will be increased. The
ablation experiments on NWPU VHR-10.v2 and DIOR datasets
validate that incorporating the OS and DES can apparently
improve the performance of baseline method. The compre-
hensive quantitative comparisons with state-of-the-art methods
on two RSI datasets show that the overall performance of the
proposed method surpasses the seven state-of-the-art WSOD
methods. The subjective evaluations intuitively demonstrate that
our method inclines to detect the entire objects accurately.

As mentioned before, the OCPS plays an important role in
proposed method, and the accuracy of OCPS relies on the
quality of segmentation maps. To increase the accuracy of
OCPS, exploring a more robust weakly supervised segmentation
algorithm is our future work.
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